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Abstract-The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it is to extend the sensitivity analysis frame- 
work, developed recently for variational inequalities, to mixed equilibrium problems. The second 
is to propose iterative methods for solving this kind of problems. In the process, we establish an 
equivalence between an extended version of Wiener-Hopf equations and the given problems relying 
on a generalization of the Yosida approximation notion. Our results generalize results obtained for 
optimization, variational inequalities, complementarity problems, and problems of Nash equilibria. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Equilibrium problems theory has emerged as an interesting and fascinating branch of applicable 
mathematics. This theory has become a rich source of inspiration and motivation for the study of 
a large number of problems arising in economics, optimization, operation research in a general and 
unified way. There is a substantial number of papers on existence results for solving equilibrium 
problems based on different relaxed monotonicity notions and various compactness assumptions. 
But up to now no sensitivity analysis and only few iterative methods to solve such problems have 
been done. Inspired and motivated by the recent research developed for variational inequalities, 
we consider a class of mixed equilibrium problems which includes variational inequalities as well 
as complementarity problems, convex optimization, saddle point-problems, problems of finding 
a zero of a maximal monotone operator, and Nash equilibria problems as special cases. Using 
Wiener Hopf equations technique and adapting ideas of Dafermos [l] and Noor [2], we develop, in 
the first part of this paper, a sensitivity analysis relying on a fixed point formulation of the given 
problem. This formulation is obtained thanks to a generalization of the Yosida approximation 
notion introduced in [3] and allows us to derive, in the second part of this paper, iterative methods 
for such problems. 
Let X be a real Hilbert space and 11.11 th e norm generated by the scalar product (., .). Consider 
the problem of finding 
z E 1.; F (9 (3) , Y) + 0% Y - 3) 2 0, v y E I<, (RIEP) 
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where K is a nonempty, convex, and closed set of X1 T, g : K + K are two nonlinear operators 
and F : K x K --+ R is a given bifunction satisfying F(z, Z) = 0 for all CC E K. 
This problem has potential and useful applications in nonlinear analysis and mathematical 
economics. For example, if we set F(z, y) = a - p(z): for all 2, y E K, 9 : Ii’ -+ R a real- 
valued function, g = I and T = 0, then (MEP) reduces to the following il~inirnizatioll problem 
subject to implicit constraints: 
find 2 E Jr’ such that ~(2) 5 p(y), tlg E IC. (CO) 
The basic case of variational inclusions corresponds to F(s, y) = supcEBZ (5, g-a) with B : I{< Ii 
a set-valued maximal monotone operator. Actually. the mixed equilibrium problem (RIEP) is 
nothing but 
find a: E IC such that 0 E T (5) + B (g (2)) , vy E K. (VP) 
Moreover, if F(s, g) = p(y) - F(L), then inclusion (VP) reduces to 
find 5 f K such that (;(g) - F(Z) + {T (2) : y - 3) 2 0, vdy E K. PI) 
In particular if g = 0 and K is a closed convex cone, then inequalities (VI) can be written as 
find 5 E IC; Y’(3) E I<* and (T (2) ,2) = 0, (CP) 
where K’ = {Z E X: (z, y) 2 0, Vy E K} is the polar cone to K. The problem of finding 
such a z is an important instance of the well-known complementarity problem of mathematical 
programming. 
Another example corresponds to Nash equilibria in noncooperative games. Let I (the set of 
players) be a finite index set. For every i f I let h’i (the strate,7 set of the i th player) be a given 
set, f; (the loss function of the jth player, depending on the strategies of all players): IC + W 
a given function with K := n,,, Ki. For z = (Zi)iEr E Ii’, we define & := (~j)j~~, j+a. The 
point 2 = (z,)~~I E IC is called a Nash equilibriuln if and only if for all i E I the following 
inequalities hold true: 
(i.e., no player can reduce his loss by varying his st,rategy alone). 
clefine F : K x Ir’ --+ R by 
F(s, Y) = z: (fi (xi* Yi) - J(z)) . 
(NE) 
Let g = I and T = 0 and 
Then of E K is a Nash equilibrium if, and only if. 5 solves (MEP). The following definitions and 
t,heorem will be needed in the sequel (see for example f4]f. 
DEFINITION 1. Let F : K x K --* R be a real valued bjfu~ct~o~. 
(i) F is said to be monotone, if 
F(G y) + F(v, x) I: 0, for each x, y E K. 
(ii) F is said to be strictly monotone if 
J-P:, Y) + F(y, x) < 0. for each x, y E IC, with x # y. 
(iii) F is trp~er-hemicontinuous. if for all x, y. 2 E K 
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THEOREM 2. If the following conditions hold true: 
(i) F is monotone and upper hemicontinuous, 
(ii) F(x, .) is convex and louver semicontinuous for each 2 E Ii’, 
(iii) there exists a compact subset B of X and there exists ~0 E B n K such that F(z, yo) < 0, 
for each x E K\ B, 
then, the set of solutions to the follouling problem: 
find Z E I< such that F (3. y) 1 0, vy E I(, W’) 
is nonempty convex and compact. 
REMARK 3. If F is strictly monotone, then the solution of (EP) is unique. 
2. REGULARIZATION 
To begin with, let us recall the extension of the Yosida approximation notion introduced in [3]. 
Let p be a positive number. For a given bifunction F the associated Yosida approximation, F,,, 
over IC and the corresponding regularized operator, A:, are defined as follows: 
F/t& Y) = (i (x - J{(x)) ,y - x) 
in which JIF(x) E I< is the unique solution of 
and A:(x) := i (z - J,“(z)), (4) 
PJ- (J,%), Y) + (J,F(xc) - x, Y - J,‘(x)) L 0, v y E K. (5) 
REMARK 4. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (5) follow by invoking 
Theorem 2 and Remark 3. 
Observe that in the case where F(x, y) = sup CEsZ(C, y - 2) and K = X, B being a maximal 
monotone operator, it directly yields 
J;(x) = (I + pB)-lx and A;(x) = B,(z), 
where B ,, := (l/p) (I- (I+pB)-‘) is the Yosida approximation of B, and we recover the classical 
concepts. 
Before giving some properties of the Yosida approximation, let us recall that a mapping hf is 
c-firmly nonexpansive (c being a positive constant) if for all x, y E X 
IfIf - Al(y 5 (5 - y1* - cl(f - Af)x - (I - Al)y)? 
LEhl&rA 5. Assume that conditions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, then the operator JIT is cocoercive 
with modulus 1: that is! 
(J,FW - J;(Y) ,x - Y) L /J,“(x) - J;(Y)\*, V&YE x, (6) 
.I: is I-firmly nonexpansive. namely, 
IJ,%) - J,?Y)[* I lx - YI* - I(1 - J,') x - (I - 5;) yl*, (7) 
and A: is cocoerche with modulus p, namely, 
(A;(x) - A;(Y) > x - Y) 2 P (A;(x) - A;(Y)\*, VX,YEX. (8) 
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PROOF. From relation (5), we can write 
@ ($+(47 J;(g)) -I- (J;(s) - ~3 J;(Y) - J,‘(x)) L 0, 
Mid 
vx, y E I-c, 
PF (J;(Y), J;(z)) + (J;(Y) - ~1 J;(z) - J:(Y)) > 0, Vx. y E I<. 
By adding the last two inequalities and using the monotonicity of F, we obtain the desired result. 
Equation (7) follows from (6), indeed we have successively 
1 (I - J;) 5 - (1 - J;) Y12 = Ix - ?/I2 - 2 (4%) - J/fIy),x - Y> + p;(z) - J,F(Y)12 
5 Ix - Y12 - p/3x, - J,F(Y)12. 
Now combining (6) with 
x = J,F(Z) + X$(x) and Y = J;(Y) + J$(Y), 
we obtain 
(A;(x) - -$(Y), J,“(x) - J;(Y)) > 0. (9) 
On the other hand 
(A+) - A;(y), z - Y) = (A;(x) - A,F(y),x - J,“(x) - (Y - J;(Y))) 
+ (A,Fb4 - A;(Y), J;(x) - J;(Y)). 
The announced result follows by noticing that 
(A;(4 - A;(y),z - J;(z) - (Y - J;(Y))) = CL IA;(x) - A;(Y)]*. 
Now, in relation to the mixed problem (hIEP), we consider the following equation: 
find t E X such that T(Z) + AL(z) = 0 and g(z) = J:z. (GWH) 
REUARK 6. It is easy to see that the mixed equilibrium problem has a solution x if and only if 
the generalized Wiener Hopf equation has a solution t, where 
g(z) = J;a and 4’ = g(x) - pT(x). (10) 
This follows immediately from the next fixed-point formulation: 
IL‘ solves (RIEP) if and only if g(x) = JF(g(x) - pT(x)). 
In the sequel, we assume that the bifunction F satisfies conditions of Theorem 2. 
3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Now, we consider the parametric versions of problems (RIEP) and (GWH). To formulate the 
problems, let A be an open subset of a Hilbert space Y in which X takes values and I.) the norm 
generated by its scalar product, then the parametric version of (MEP) is given by 
find 2~ E X such that 0 E F (g (?A, X) . y, X) + (T (%A, X) , y - Z) > 0, 
where T(., X) : K x A -+ I<, F(., X) : (I< x K) x AZ I< are given bifunctions. 
The associated Wiener-Hopf equation is 
find zx E X: T(xx, X) + (A:(., A)),, TV = 0 and g(sx, X) = Jf(~.‘)z~. 
We suppose that for some x E A: problem (11) has a unique solution Z which is equivalent, by 
Remark 6, to assuming that (12) has a unique solution Z. In what follows, we are interested 
in knowing if (11) (respectively, (12)) has a solution, denoted ZA (respectively, ZX), close to z 
(respectively, 4) when X is close to x, and how the function Z(X) := xx (respectively, Z(X) := zx) 
behaves. In other words, we want to investigate the sensitivity of the solutions Z, z with respect 
to the change of the parameter X. 
Now let 3 be a closed convex neighbourhood of Z. \Ve will use the alternative fixed-point 
formulation given in Remark 6 to study the sensitivity of problems (11) and (12). IvIore precisely, 
we want to investigate those conditions under which, for each ZJ, near z (respectively, zx near Z) 
the function zx := Z(A) (respectively, xx := x(A)) is continuous or Lipschitz continuous. 
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DEFINITION 7. Let T be an operator defined on dxh. Then for all x, y E 6, the operator is said 
to be 
(i) locally strongly monotone if there exists a constant (Y > 0 such that 
(T(G 4 - T(Y, A), x - y) L 4~ - YII*, 
(ii) locally LipscJlitz continuous if there exists a constant ,9 > 0 such that 
(13) 
IIT@, A) - T(g, X)ll L Pllx - ~11. 
It is clear that (Y I P. 
We consider the case, when the solutions of the parametric Weiner-Hopf equation (12) lie in 
the interior of 0. Following the ideas of Dafermos [l], we consider the map 
G(z, A) = J,r!“(.“) (Q) - PT ((xx, A)) 
= g(zx, A) - ~T(zx, A), 
(15) 
where g(xx, X) = $“(“‘)- 4x and Fle : (Anti x K ~323) x h3X with Fill = F. 
\Ve have to show that the map z --) G(z, X) has a fixed point, which is also a solution of (12). 
First of all, we prove that the map is a contraction with respect to z, uniformly in X E A by using 
Assumptions (i) and (ii) on the operators T(., A) and g(., X) defined on 0 x A. 
LEMMA 8. Let the operator T(., A) be locally strongly monotone with constant o, locally Lips- 
cllitz continuous with constant P and g(., X) be locally strongly monotone with constant 6, locally 
LipscJlitz continuous with constant (T, if 
1-k>O, Q > 2ddmj, and 
I I 
~ _ a < Ja* - 4k(l - k)p* 
P2 8* ’ 
tJ]en for all ~1, ~2 E 6 and X E A, we Jlave 
IlG(a, A) - G(f2r 411 5 4la - ~211, (17) 
where k : = dw and 0 := 
k+ 1-2/~a+,u*@* 
l-k ’ (18) 
PROOF. For all ~1, ~2 E 9, X E A, by (15) and the triangular inequality, we get 
llG(~1, A) - G(~27 Wll I 11~1 - x2 - (dxl, 4 - g(x2, X))ll 
+11x1 - x2 - ~(T(xl, A) - 7%2r X))ll. (1~) 
Set E = 11~1 - 22 - (g(xl,X) - g(x2,A))ll*, since g(.. X) is strongly monotone and Lipschitz 
continuous, it follows that 
E = 11x1 - ~211~ - 2~ (g(xcl: A) - g(x2r 4,x1 - 52) 
+p211g(x1. A) - g(x23 Nl12 5 (1 - 26 + 0’) 11x1 - x211*. 
(20) 
Similarly, 
11x1 - 22 - G”(G) 
From (19)-(21), we obtain 
IlG(,-1, A) - G(z2, AIll I 
- W2))11* L (1 - 2~3 + P’Y*) 11x1 - ~211~. (21) 
(&zT3+ Jl-2pa+&P) ~1Z1-X2~~. (22) 
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According to (12) and using the nonexpansivness of the extended resolvent, we can write 
11~1 - x211 5 j/z1 - 22 
Fls(..X) 
- Mx:l+ 4 - 4~2,4) + Jp J Fl,Y(..A) 21- ,‘ z2 
II 
< k]JZl - 22[/ + jJq - z,/]. 
Thl1S, 
11z1 - x2ll L y+ If1 - z2IL 
which combined with (22) yields 
ItG(zl, X) - G(i2,4ll 2 @I - c^2Il. 
Since 0 < 1 for p satisfying (lG), it follows that the map z - G(z, X) is a contraction and has a 
fixed point z(X), the solution of the parametric Wiener-Hopf equations (12). 
REMARK 9. Since z is a solution of (12) for X = x, it is then easy to show that I is the unique 
fixed point in v7 of the map G( ., 5). In other words, 
z=t(X) =G(zfr;),J;). (231 
Using Lemma 8, we prove t,he continuit~~ of the solution Z(A) (respectively, X(X)) of (12) (re- 
spect,iveIy, (11)) which is the main motivation of the next. result. 
LENRIA 10. If the operators T(z, .) ma’ g(.,A) are continuous (or Lips&it2 continuous), then 
the functiml z(X) is continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) at X = A. If in addition the nmp 
x -, ]Fl’,(..X)_ . 
* 0 i IS continuous (or Lipschitz continuous), the function x(X) is in turn continuous 
(or Lips&b continuous) at A = X. 
PROOF. For X E A using Lemma 8 and the triangular inequality, we have 
I/z{X) - z (i;>/j = ]IG(z(X).X) - G (E.J;)// 
< /jG(;(X),X) -G(&X)/ + jjG(&X) -G(&x)ii 
< 0 /l;(X) - Z/j + j/G (E, X) - G (2, x) j/ . 
0s the other hand. from (15) 
(24) 
IIG (z. X) - G (t, A) 11 = l(g (s, A) - g (3. A) - ~1 (T (2, X) - T (2: x)) 11. 
Combining the last inequality of (24) and relation (25), me obtain 
(25) 
(CL IIT (3, A) - T (3, A) )I+ j/g @ W - 9 (“3 x) 11) 3 
from which the the first part of the desired result follows. 
Now, we have 
This combined with (26). yields 
(26) 
from which we obtain the required result. 
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LEh,rhrA 11. If the assumptions of Lemma 10 above hold true, then there exists a neighbourhood 
N c A of 5 such that for all X E N: z(X) (respectively. Z(X)) is the unique solution of (12) 
(respectively, (11)) in the interior of d. 
PROOF. Similar to Lemma 2.5 in [l]. 
We now state and prove the main result of the first part of this paper. 
‘I‘HEOREM 12. Let 3 be the solution of the parametric mixed equilibrium problem (11) and Z the 
solution of the parametric Wiener-Hopf equations (12) for X = x. Let T(.: X), g(., X) be locally 
strongly monotone and locally Lipschitz continuous operators on 19. If the operators T(Z, .), g(Z, .) 
are continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) at X = i, then there exists a neighbourhood N C A of x 
such that for X E N? (12) has a unique solution t(x) in the interior of 9, ~(1) = 2. and z(X) is 
continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) at X = A. 
If in addition the map X -+ Jll “‘(“‘)z is continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) at X = 1, then 
for X E N the parametric problem (11) has a unique solution z(X) in the interior of ,8, Z(X) = 3, 
and Z(X) is continuous (or Lipschitz continuous) at X = x. 
PKOOF. Its proof follows from Lemmas 8, 10 and 11, and Remark 9. 
REh,rARK 13. Among others, in the special case where G(z, y,X) := 6~,(9) - OK*, 6~~ the 
indicator function of a closed convex set Kx and g(., X) = 1: (11) reduces to 
find zx E X: (T(zcx,X), y - XX) 2 0, for all y E Kx, 
and we recover the main result of Noor [5]. 
4. ALGORITHMIC ASPECT 
To hegin with, let us observe that the projection and resolvent methods cannot be used to 
suggest iterative methods for equilibrium problems of type (MEP) due to the presence of the 
term F. 
4.1. The Basic Algorithm 
To introduce the basic algorithm, we use the alternative fixed-point formulation of Remark 6. 
More precisely, we apply the successive approximation method to solving z = H(z), where 
H(x) = x - g(x) + J,F(g(x) - /AT(x)). 
The resulting procedure follows. 
ALGORITHhl. Given the iterate XA. compute the point zk+l by 
zk+l = 21; - g(xk.1 + q&k) - Q(Q)), (27) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
The next result gives convergence property of the above algorithm. 
THEOREM 1-l. Let the operator T be strongly monotone with constant cr, Lipschitz continuous 
Irith constant 3 and g be strongly monotone with COJlStaJlt 6, Lipschitz continuous nrith con- 
stant 6. If the parameters satisfy condition (16), tlleI1 xk+J is well defined aJJd the sequence {xk} 
strongly converges to a solution of (AIEP). 
PROOF. Observe that any solution x of problem (MEP) is a fixed point of H. Then, thanks to 
the triangular inequality and to the fact that the mapping J1r is nonexpansive, we have 
bk+l - X1( 5 ‘4x12 - X - (g(xk) - g(x))11 + (lx/,. - x - p(T(xk) - T(x))(l. (28) 
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In the proof of Lemma 8, we have shown that 
and 
&-cl -%2 -p(T(z1)-T(s2)))12 5 Jl- 2w+P2P2115k --II. 
Hence, 
llQ+1 - 41 I YllXk - 41, (29) 
where y = (2k + Jl - ~PL(I + p2,C12) and k = Jl - 26 + u*. 
Since y < 1 for p satisfying (16), we deduce from relation (29) that t.he sequence (21;) strongly 
converges to 5. 
For g = I we can give a weaker convergence result. This is the motivation of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 15. Let T be a cocoercive operator with constant y. Ifp < 27, then the sequence {zk} 
weakly com’erges to a solution of (AIEP). 
PROOF. Set H,,(s) := J,“(z - pTx). First, observe that the mapping I - pT is (27/p - l)-firmly 
nonexpansive. Indeed, since T is cocoercive, we have successively 
I(1 - pT)(x) - (I - pT)(y)12 I (x - y1* +2 IpTx - pTyj2 - 2y4Ta: - Ty12 
Then, as the composition of the l-firmly nonexpansive mapping JF with the (27/p - 1)-firmly 
nonexpansive mapping I - pT, H,, is c-firmly nonexpansive with c := min{ 1,27/p - 1}/2, thanks 
to [6, Lemma 3.11. Furthermore, for all z* solution of (RIEP), which is a fixed point of H,, we 
have 
t,hus. for all k E N, 
/zf..+1 - Y12 I 15k - 2*i2 - c1.Q - 51;+J2, 
h+1 -x*1 < jq. -x*1. 
The sequence of iterates {zk} is therefore, bounded, limk_++oo 1x1; -x* I exists and is finite and {zk} 
other hand, from (5) and (27) is asymptotically regular, that is limk_+oo Izk - z1;+1 I = 0. On the 
;uld monotonicity of F, we derive 
( 
;(x,+, --i:i)+W--~i+l) L F(Y! Tk,-+l)! 
Passing to the limit (on a subsequence) in the last inequality and 
semicontinuity of F, we obtain 
(TKy-?c) 2F(y,?), Vy E I<, 
where Z is any weak limit point. 
vy E I<. 
taking into account the lower 
Now, let X~ = ty + (1 - t)5,0 < t 5 1. from the properties of F follows then for all t 
0 = F(xt,xt) 5 tF(xt, y) + (1 - t)F (xt,2) 
5 tF(xt, y) + (1 - t) (T% xt - 5) 
= tF(xt, y) + (1 - t)t (T1, y - 2) . 
Dividing by t and letting t 1 0 we get zt -+ 2 which together with the upper hemicontinuity of F 
yields 
F (5. x) + (T5, y - 5) 1 0, vx E I<, 
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that is any weak limit point Z is solution to the problem (RQEP). The uniqueness of such limit 
point is standard (see for example [7, Theorem 11). 
REMARK 16. 
(i) Observe that when the operator is a gradient, then the cocoercivity property is equiva- 
lent to simple monot.onicity plus Lipschitz continuity. But, this equivalence is not true 
in general. indeed the rotation by n/2. is not cocoercive although it is monotone and 
Lipschitz. 
(ii) It is easy to check that when an operator is strongly monotone and Lipschitz, then it is 
cocoercive. So we may say that for Lipschitz operators, the cocoercivity is weaker than 
the strong monotonicity. 
4.2. Special Cases 
4.2.1. Convex optimization 
Let p be a convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous function, then if we take F(z, y) = 
~(9) - (r(x), CJ = I, T = 0, and I< = X, our method reduces to 
that is 
; (x,+ - Q+1) E %++1), 
where dp stands for the convex subdifferential of 9. 
From which we infer 
rk+i = argmin ~$5) + k /I - 21;12 
{ 1 
. 
So we recover Martinet’s regularization method proposed in [8] and its convergence results as a 
special case. 
4.2.2. Monotone inclusions 
First, let us notice that by taking F(x:, y) = sup EESZ(C, y-z) for all y, 5 E I<, where B : KzrfX 
is a maximal monotone operator, (MEP) is nothing but the problem of finding a zero of the 
operator B-i-T. On the other hand, F is maximal monotone according to Blum’s-Oetlli definition, 
namely, for every (<,z) E X x K 
%A~) 5 i-c,!/ - 49 t/yEfrToOF(x,y)+(-~,~-x), VyE K. 
It should be noticed that a monotone function which is convex in the second argulnent and upper 
hemicontinuous in the first one is maximal monotone. 
Moreover, by taking IC = X, Ffz, y) = supCeBr(<, y - z), and g = I, our method reduces to 
the following scheme (see 191): 
xk+l = (I+ pW1(n - O(Q)), 
and we recover the classical result (see also [lo]). 
R.Eh,IARK Ii’. 
(31) 
(i) We would like to mention that we could consider a perturbed version of the basic algo- 
rithm introduced above by replacing the function F by a sequence of function Fk which 
approximates F in the following sense: 
,!‘” J; (x) = J,“(x), for all z f X. (32) 
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Under condition (32) the convergence result still holds true. Furthermore, we observe that 
where F~(cc. y) = supEEBkI: (c, y -z) and F(z:, y) = supCEsr (<,g - ;t’), .&, B being two 
maximal monotone operators, the above condition is equivalent to the graph convergence 
of Bn_ to B, that is 
(see [Ill). 
(ii) It is worth mentioning that the analysis developed here can be applied to set-vaiued mixed 
equilibrium problems, the corresponding fixed-point formulation, which is very important 
from numerical and approximation point of views. will enable us to suggest a number of 
iterative algorithms. 
(iii) The Yosida approximation notion considered in this paper is the right concept, it allows 
us to derive the new flexible alternative formulation of the given problem and it reduces to 
the classical notion when the function is associated with a maximal monotone operator. 
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